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Abstract. The task of tolerance analysis usually addresses the question of the mechanical mountability
of an assembly. When talking about directional control valves this viewpoint has to be extended to
a cross-domain tolerance analysis; an analysis whose task is to determine the possible variation in
the key product characteristics induced by a specific tolerance concept. As the available information
about the noise factors to be toleranced is almost always imperfect, generalised methods for their
representation and the propagation of their impact on the key product characteristics are required. In
this study the capabilities and potentials of belief and plausibility measures as well as fuzzy random
variables are compared to traditional worst-case and statistical tolerance analysis.

Introduction

Directional control valves are mechatronic systems whose working principle places high demands on
the manufacturing processes. This is not only to ensure the mechanical mountability of the whole as-
sembly but is also a matter of the required accuracy for the key product characteristics such as leakage
flow, flow gain or response dynamics. To determine the scope of this analysis the parameter diagram,
first introduced by the Japanese quality engineer Genichi Taguchi, can help to distinguish between
input, output, control and noise factors like shown in figure 1. The outputs of the investigated prod-
uct vary more or less due to the existence of noise factors but have to match the specified functional
limits in order to gain customer satisfaction. Therefore, tolerances need to be established for all those
noise factors that occur during production, e.g. variations of geometric features or material properties,
taking into consideration the noise factors arising from the environment, e.g. temperature.
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Fig. 1: System context for tolerancing illustrated by a parameter diagram following Taguchi’s quality
engineering method

During product development the resulting variations of the outputs are usually not sufficiently
determinable. This is because the information available about the prospective noise factors is almost
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always imperfect, for example due to the existence of natural variability and incomplete knowledge
of the system, its environment, or the manufacturing processes.

According to [16] perfect information is characterized by precision, certainty and consistency.
While precision and consistency are characteristics of the information itself, certainty expresses an
opinion on the relationship between information and reality. Imprecision exists when several charac-
teristic attributes meet the information. In the case of uncertain information, it can not be decided for
sure whether the statement contained in the information corresponds to a characteristic attribute of
reality. Inconsistency occurs when reality can not match the information. So both tolerance analysis
and tolerance synthesis require the treatment of imperfect information, with the consistency of the
information is considered as a matter of fact in this context.

Handling of Imperfect Information

While imprecision can be modelled for example within the set theory like it is done in traditional worst
case tolerance analyses, uncertainty is typically expressed by measures like probability, possibility or
plausibility. Probability approaches, e.g. statistical tolerance analysis, are most often used in literature
as they allow wider tolerance ranges for the individual features to meet the acceptable tolerance ranges
of the key product characteristics. This is due to the fact that they do not overestimate the coincidence
of extreme values. On the other hand, the knowledge of the actual probability distribution functions
is often quite limited; something that calls the trustworthiness of the results in question. During early
design phases hardly anything is known about the prospective probability distribution functions. Fur-
thermore, the available information about the noise factors may change during product development.
In this case neither the worst case nor the probabilistic approach allow for a realistic evaluation of a
valve’s operational capability resulting from a chosen tolerance concept.

The latter requires a mathematical modelling for the noise factors, which can deal with both impre-
cise and uncertain as well as simultaneously imprecise and uncertain information. In [6] two directions
for generalization of probability theory are presented within the so called Generalized Information
Theory that fulfil this requirement. The first direction leads within the field of measure theory to a
whole series of so-called imprecise probabilities by utilising further monotonic measures. A general-
ization in the field of set theory represents the second direction of generalization and leads, for example
by the consideration of fuzzy numbers as events of a random experiment, to fuzzy probabilities.

These generalized model approaches can be seen on the one hand as complementary mathematical
tools that are more or less capable to represent the existing information depending on the application
[3]. On the other hand, [17] describes an inclusive view of the different forms of imprecise probabilities
that can be derived from a most generalized form.

[2 ,3] claim that the readability of the results decreases with more generalization, and at the same
time the required numerical effort increases disproportionately, especially for higher-dimensional
problems. As a result, two of the simplest possible variants in each of the mentioned directions of
generalization are discussed below.

Evidence Theory (a.k.a. Dampster-Shafer-Theory). The following section only sums up the
basic ideas of evidence theory. A more detailed introduction can be found for example in [1, 10, 11].
This mathematical framework utilizes a measure defined by eq. (1), the so-called Basic Probability
Assignment (BPA)mX to express the evidences that certain elements from a subset U of the universal
set X (representing all possible states of the system under consideration) may occur. The subsets Uj

withmX Uj > 0 are called focal elements.
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The peculiarity of this representation is that all available information regarding the occurrence of
realizations is distributed on the power set 2X without any further assignment to the elements of a
subset U ⊆ X would be possible.

mX : 2X = {U | U ⊆ X} 7→ [0; 1] ,

nU∑
j=1

mX (Uj) = 1,mX(∅) = 0 (1)

As shown in figure 2a the definition ofmX allows specification of evidences on overlapping sub-
sets, which can be used to formalize linguistically imprecise expressions (e.g. small, medium, large
values). In addition, there are a number of computational rules that can be used to combine the evi-
dences of different sources [12].

Fig. 2: Example illustrating the definitions of a) the Basic Probability Assignment (BPA) mX ; b)
the associated cumulative belief function CBF and cumulative plausibility function CPF with the
relation between Bel and Pl describing the uncertainty

Due to the uncertainty, only a lower and a upper bound can be defined for the conviction of an
event A to occur:

• belief : sum of all evidences that argue in favour of the event A

Bel : 2X 7→ [0; 1] , Bel(A) =
∑
Uj⊆A

mX(Uj) (2)

• plausibility: sum of all evidences that do not argue against the event A

Pl : 2X 7→ [0; 1] , P l(A) =
∑

Uj∩A̸=∅

mX(Uj) (3)

For both Bel and Pl, the following dependencies exist with respect to the event A and the com-
plementary event Ā:

Bel (A) +Bel(Ā) ̸= 1 (4)
Pl (A) +Bel(Ā) = 1 (5)

By analogy with the cumulative distribution function in probability theory a cumulative belief
function CBF and a cumulative plausibility function CPF are defined to characterise the evidence
space (compare figure 2):

CBF = {[x,Bel (vx)] : x ∈ Ω} , vx = {x̃ : x̃ ∈ Ω and x̃ ≤ x} (6)
CPF = {[x, P l (vx)] : x ∈ Ω} , vx = {x̃ : x̃ ∈ Ω and x̃ ≤ x} (7)
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Due to the uncertainties in x, the functional relationship y = f (x) results in an uncertainty in y.
The determination of the focal elements of y is difficult with real technical questions because the num-
ber of focal elements for x increases by

∏nX

i=1 nU,i very fast with the number of input variables nX and
the number of focal elements nU,i per input variable xi. For each of these elements, the characteristic
functions χUY

(y)which define the focal elements of y must then be determined by interval arithmetic,
numerical optimization, orMonte-Carlo Simulation. The associated high number of model evaluations
usually leads to an impractical computational effort. Therefore, [5] proposes a sample-based determi-
nation of the cumulative distribution functions for the measures BelY and PlY . In addition, to further
reduce the computational effort, it’s recommended to use meta-models and to progressively include
only evidences for those input variables xi, against which y has the highest sensitivities. The main
advantage of this calculation approach is that you only have to know the focal elements of the input
variable x and must assign the elements of a random sample and the corresponding outputs y to the
same.

Fuzzy random variables. Normalized fuzzy sets are defined by a continuous membership func-
tion ∀x ∈ X : µA(x) ∈ [0; 1] in contrast to the characteristic function ∀x ∈ X : χA(x) ∈ {0; 1} in
classical set theory. This allows to express a gradual assignment of an element of X to a set A.

In recent decades, several definitions for fuzzy random variables have been coined by various
researchers [13]. In the following, the representation of [7, 14] will be taken up, because it’s one of the
most comprehensive views and its applicability in the area of engineering sciences has been proven.
Fuzzy random variables are considered as an extension of the traditional probability space (Ω,Σ, p).
They are the result of the mapping from Ω to the set F (R) of all the fuzzy quantities on R. In contrast
to a classical, crisp random variable X , the realizations of a fuzzy random variable X̃ (ω) are not
singletons x(ω) but fuzzy quantities x̃(ω) for each elementary event ω ∈ Ω. This concept is depicted
in figure 3a and includes the representation of the traditional probability space as a special case.

For numerical treatment a convex fuzzy quantity can be discretized according to different levels α
of the membership function µA(x). In this case crisp subsets of elements with a value of the member-
ship function µA(x) greater than the specified α-level are treated progressively. These crisp subsets
have random boundaries Xα = [Xα,l;Xα,r].

The occurrence of X̃ (ω) = x̃ ∈ A for any crisp subset A ∈ R can be considered an event of a
random experiment. Since the realizations x̃ are fuzzy quantities a partial overlapping of the realization
x̃ with the set A may occur in addition to the two crisp defined cases: the realization x̃ is contained
completely or not at all in the set A. As a result, not only one probability P exists for the considered
event, but several Pα.

P̃ (A) = {(Pα (A) ;µ (Pα (A))) | µ (Pα (A)) = α;α ∈ [0; 1]} (8)
Pα (A) = [Pα,l (A) ;Pα,r (A)] | α ∈ [0; 1] (9)
Pα,l (A) = P (X α ⊆ A) (10)
Pα,r (A) = P (X α ∩ A ̸= ∅) (11)

The fuzzy probability distribution function F̃X̃ (x) of a fuzzy random variable X̃ is defined anal-
ogously to the traditional probability distribution function FX (x) of a random variable X .

F̃X̃ (x) = P̃ (Ai) | Ai = {t | t < x;x, t ∈ R} (12)
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The boundaries of this fuzzy probability P̃ (Ai) can be deduced from the α-level setsX α as shown
in figure 3b and expressed by eqs. (15) and (16).

F̃X̃ (x) = {(Fα (x) ;µ (Fα (x))) | µ (Fα (x)) = α;α ∈ [0; 1]} (13)
Fα (x) = [Fα,l (x) ;Fα,r (x)] | α ∈ [0; 1] (14)
Fα,l (x) = P (X α ⊆ Ai) = P (Xα,r < x | x ∈ R) (15)
Fα,r (x) = P (X α ∩ Ai ̸= ∅) = P (Xα,l < x | x ∈ R) (16)

Fig. 3: Example illustrating the definitions of a) fuzzy random variables and b) fuzzy probability
distributions function

Furthermore, with eq. (17) a fuzzy random variable X̃ can be interpreted as the fuzzy set of all
possible originals Xj . An original Xj is hereby defined as a random variable X that is completely
contained in a fuzzy random variable X̃ .

X̃ = {Xj = X (sj) | µ (Xj) = µ (sj)∀sj ∈ s̃} (17)
X̃ = X (s̃) (18)

With the definition of a fuzzy bunch parameter vector s̃ = {(sj, µ (sj))} any original Xj = X (sj)
of a fuzzy random variable X̃ can be uniquely identified by a specific bunch parameter sj ∈ s̃. As a re-
sult, the fuzzy set of all originals Xj is defined by the membership value µ (sj). Through the so-called
bunch parameter representation in eq. (18) the fuzziness is transferred to the bunch parameters. Each
original has a probability distribution function FX (sj, x). The set of distribution functions FX (sj, x)
of all originals Xj from one fuzzy random variable X̃ can also be expressed by the fuzzy bunch pa-
rameter representation of its fuzzy distribution function: F̃X̃ (x) = FX (s̃, x).

In order to solve engineering problems the fuzzy mapping f̃ : X̃ ˜7→Ỹ of some inputs x to the out-
puts y of a system under consideration has to be carried out. One way to do this is based on the bunch
parameter representation of fuzzy random variables, and is referred to as fuzzy stochastic analysis
type I in [9, 8], or as fuzzy stochastic sampling in [14, 4]. The bunch parameter representation of the
fuzzy random variables X̃ = X (s̃) and Ỹ = Y (σ̃) and the functional relationship f̃ (x) = f (s̃, x)
allows for a separate numerical treatment of fuzziness and uncertainty. As part of an outer loop, the
α-level optimization is done for all bunch parameters. Since each specific element sj ∈ s̃ of a α-level
set uniquely specifies the distribution functions of the considered uncertain information, a probabilis-
tic analysis can be conducted in an inner loop for each iteration of the outer loop. As already discussed
for the case of Evidence Theory hereby the number of model evaluations increases strongly compared
to worst-case or traditional stochastic tolerance analysis.
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Application in tolerance analysis. As mentioned before the design engineer has to deal with im-
precise and/or uncertain information when developing a tolerance concept for a directional control
valve. Beside worst-case tolerance analysis engineers tend to statistical tolerancing because it is said
to be more economically efficient even when small amount of incomplete interchangeability occurs.
This might look legitimately at the first glance because the randomness from a high number of differ-
ent manufacturing steps for one feature superimposes to normal distribution according to the central
limit theorem and our empirical knowledge suggests a concentration at the mean value with falling
incidence for realisations further away. However, in probability theory the uniform distribution has
to express a lack of knowledge but this already implies a specific probability density function which
is most unlikely to occur in reality. Furthermore, the specification limits are typically located in the
marginal areas of the resulting probability density functions of the system’s outputs. These marginal
areas are particularly sensitive to small errors induced by the estimation of the probability density
functions’ parameters without a statistical reliable data base.

To avoid unnecessary small tolerances which usually arise when worst-case tolerancing is applied
and to avoid making unrealistic assumptions about probability distribution functions in statistical tol-
erance analysis both fuzzy random variables and belief or plausibility measures are considered as
possible compromise solutions. In the context of tolerance analysis we have to associate the imprecise
and/or uncertain information about the noise factors with the allowed tolerance for each feature. In
figure 4 two different possibilities are illustrated for each of the following propagation methods: fuzzy
analysis (FA), stochastic analysis (SA), evidence analysis (EA) and fuzzy stochastic analysis (FSA).
For each case a way to express some preference for the centre of the tolerance zone (solid line) or a
complete lack of knowledge (dotted line) is exemplified by scaling of the corresponding information
to the width of the tolerance zone. In the case of fuzzy analysis the support of the membership func-
tion may refer to the tolerance zone and the interval with µ = 1 may express values that are for sure
within the set of outcomes. As already discussed for stochastic analysis a normal distribution with
T/2 = 3 · σ and µ = 0 and a uniform distribution with f(x) = 1/T ∀x ∈ [−T/2;T/2] are typical
assumptions. The focal elements used in evidence analysis may be different subsets of the tolerance
zone with higher BPAmX in the center. When there is no evidence for any subset of the tolerance zone
only one focal element is used which holds the BPAmX = 1. Fuzzy stochastic analysis allows for
an imprecise definition of any probability distribution function parameter by using bunch parameter
representation. For example an interval may be used to express the imprecision about the true mean
value of a normal distribution. This results in upper and lower boundaries for the probability density
function depending on the α-level considered.

Beside these two examples it’s also possible to describe some kind of skewness of the supposed
probability density function (e.g. when approaching the nominal value from on side), or multimodal
distributions (e.g. in the case of multiple machines producing the same part) which are typical results
from manufacturing process like turning or milling.
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Fig. 4: Different mathematical representations for the imperfect information about noise factors asso-
ciated to the tolerance zone

Computational Models

In addition to determining a suitable mathematical representation for the noise factors each of the
associated propagation methods requires the numerical calculation of the system’s output quantities.
For hydraulic proportional valves, the flow rate/signal characteristic curve is one of the most quality-
relevant features. It is characterized by the following values which have been already exemplified in
figure 1:

• Leakage flow rate QLeakage in initial position (I = 0 A)

• Opening current Ion

• Characteristic slope dQ/dI

• Maximum flow rate Qmax

In order to determine the flow rate/signal characteristic curve the steady-state values of the volumet-
ric flow rate are measured at different coil currents while ports A and B are short-circuited and a
constant pressure is supplied on port P. The system’s functional behaviour can be split up into three
sub-functions corresponding to the different physical domains involved:

1. Convert Eel. → Emech. Solenoids are the most commonly used control elements of fluidic valves.
The electric current through the coil generates a magnetic field. Due to the ferromagnetic material
properties of the yoke comprising the coil, the tube, the armature, the armature counterpart and the
washer, the magnetic flux is concentrated on these components. Since the armature and armature
counterpart are separated by an air gap, a force effect (reluctance force) arises as a result of the abrupt
change in the permeabilities. Because of their special design, proportional solenoids for hydraulic
valves exhibit a force characteristic that is almost independent of stroke and increases approximately
linearly with the coil current in their operational range. The magnetic material properties and the
geometry of the connection between the tube and the armature counterpart determine the stroke/force
characteristics most.
2. Adjust shift element The kinetics of the spool as closing element can be modelled as a translational
rigid body movement with one degree of freedom as a first approximation. The corresponding motion
differential equationm·ẍ =

∑
Fext. describes the influence of the external forces on themotion. These
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are the actuating forces of the control elements, frictional forces, the forces of the return springs and
unbalanced pressure forces. The force generated by the solenoid FM,a/b is passed via the spool on the
opposite return spring. According to the applied force a proportional change in length of the return
spring allows the continuous positioning of the valve’s spool.
3. Change flow resistance Most hydraulic proportional valves exhibit a cylindrical shift element with
several grooves referred to as spool. It is longitudinally slidable in a bore of the valve housing or a
socket inserted therein. Depending on the relative position between the spool’s grooves and the cavities
in the housing the connections between the ports are sealed or opened. For the mobility of the spool
a clearance gap between the spool and the housing is required. As a result, typically the flow regime
changes from an laminar gap flow (leakage) to a turbulent flow through an iris-shaped orifice with the
spool’s movement.
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Fig. 5: Calculation of flow rate/signal characteristics for hydraulic proportional valves by lumped
parameter model: representation of identified sub-functions and application of surrogate models

Obviously, directional control valves show strong interactions between the electrical, magnetic,
mechanical and fluidic domains as well as non-linear transfer functions. So no closed analytical equa-
tion for the calculation of the key product characteristics is available and simulation models are needed
to determine the system’s response. The known propagation methods for imperfect information usu-
ally require numerous model evaluations. In this case the computational costs are critical and simula-
tions with spatial distributed parameters, e. g. FEM for magnetic fields, CFD for fluid flows, are not
or only to a limited extent permissible. As an alternative, simulations with lumped parameters allow
for the consideration of cross-domain interactions and provide a sufficiently fast model computation.
Therefore, these kind of models is preferable for use in tolerance analysis of hydraulic proportional
valves.

In order to compare different tolerance concepts all identified noise factors need to be related to
the key product characteristics within these simulation models. Unfortunately, some of the underly-
ing physics cannot be modelled with respect to manufacturing variations or other noise factors by
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differential-algebraic equations as used in lumped parameter models. In such cases it is possible to
describe these effects phenomenologically with different kinds of surrogate models. These take into
account the noise factors directly or at least as multipliers which were estimated from limiting samples.
As illustrated in figure 5 artificial neural networks can be used advantageously to model the influence
of noise factors to the solenoid’s force/stroke/current characteristic map. For that purpose they are
trained with a sample data set resulting from FEM calculations conducted for random geometry and
material parameters. Due to the required calculation time this is only reasonable for two-dimensional
FEM models. In the case of solenoids without rotational symmetry reluctance networks can be an
alternative choice. While leakage flow may be calculated based on Hagen–Poiseuille equation with
respect to noise factors like clearance and eccentricity, the hydraulic resistance of the orifice, emerging
at large spool strokes, is dominated by the resulting cross sectional area. That’s why the characteristic
maps for the relationship between flow rate or flow force,stroke and pressure difference are suffi-
ciently determinable by a series of CFD simulations.Table 1 summarises the chosen implementation
of the identified noise factors for the directional control valve under consideration.

Table 1: Consideration of noise factors for the analysed hydraulic proportional valve

The simulation results from the system’s model and the corresponding measurements are in good
alignment as depicted in figure 6. Since the spool position matches for both simulation and measure-
ments, the difference in the resulting flow/signal characteristic curve probably arises from simplifica-
tions made within the CFD models, e.g. neglected wall-roughness for the cast iron housing.

In most cases the computational cost for simulations with lumped parameters are still too high for
a fuzzy stochastic analysis or the calculation of belief and plausibility measures. A common approach
is to use surrogate models for estimating the whole system’s behaviour with less computational effort.
According to Simpson et al.[15] artificial neural networks are especially suitable for systems with
much more than ten parameters. It is important to check the quality of the surrogate models with
respect to the resulting error and against overfitting. The latter is done by using an additional test set,
one that is not used for the generation of the surrogate model. When there is only a small error for
these additional samples (as can be seen in figure 7, the model is said to have a good generalisation:
something that is essential for utilization in tolerance analysis.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of measurment and simulation results for the hydraulic proportional valve under
consideration: a) test circuit; b) variation of input current; c) variation of pressure supply

Results

The aforementioned surrogate models were used to determine the system’s responses during tolerance
analysis based on different methods for representing the noise factors within the specified tolerance
zone. Altogether 93 noise factors and two exemplary outputs are included in this study. For the sake
of simplicity the noise factors are considered to prefer the centre of their respective tolerance zone as
illustrated by the solid lines in figure 4. The results are depicted in figure 8 for comparison to each
other. As can be seen easily all four methods predict some preference of the outcomes shifted by a
small amount to the left/right from the centre of all possible values. The latter is gained from the
support of the fuzzy interval and corresponds to the results from the worst-case analysis as shown on
the topmost diagram.

The resulting variation has to be compared to the customer needs/ product specification. As done
in statistical tolerancing a small amount of incomplete interchangeability may be allowed. For the
presented study the interval containing 90 % of the outcomes was identified and is illustrated in fig-
ure 9. The determined range of variation is by far too wide for a hydraulic proportional valve. This
is the result of using tolerance ranges from the tolerance class “middle” according to the DIN ISO
2768-1:1991 norm for all features as a theoretical basis. Nevertheless, the main advantage of evidence
analysis and fuzzy stochastic analysis becomes clear. Compared to statistical tolerance analysis these
methods need no unjustified assumptions concerning the true probability density functions but predict
a smaller variation interval for the outputs than worst-case analysis does. When comparing evidence
theory to worst-case tolerance analysis only a little more information is required to get this much more
meaningful result. In this case, five focal elements were used to define a preference for occurrence at
the centre of the tolerance zone for the six noise factors with the highest sensitivity indices. For the
remaining 87 noise factors the same amount of information like in worst-case analysis was used: all
values within the tolerance range are possible. On the other hand the fuzzy stochastic analysis also cov-
ers the two special cases of fuzzy analysis and stochastic analysis. This is quite useful to handle the
ongoing acquisition of knowledge about the noise factors during progress of product development.
Depending on the available information the individual noise factors are included within a common
framework as fuzzy intervals, fuzzy random variables, or crisp probability distribution functions. Fur-
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thermore the predicted range of variation is always less than in worst-case analysis. So it is possible
to adjust the chosen tolerance concept for example based on sensitivities and tolerance/cost-functions
and thereby increase economical efficiency without any measurable fall off in quality.

Fig. 7: Investigation of the surrogate models’ generalisation and the error for: a) slope of flow
rate/signal characteristics and b) maximum flow rate

Summary

This paper explains a method for computational tolerance analysis by the example of a directional
control valve. A comparison of different approaches to describe the noise factors, their mathematical
representation in relation to tolerances, and a way to propagate their impact on the key product char-
acteristics through simulation models, were all addressed. Further application to other valve types (or
even to complex fluid power systems) and their application in optimization based tolerance synthesis
could be the focus of future research.
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